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ABOUT CLOSE
Close is a college 

student by day and a  
professional blogger by 

night. Lover of 
shopping, eating, 

writing, and socializing! 
Living in Austin, TX.

ABOUT PRACTICALLY CLOSE BLOG

Practically Close
Practically Close is a collection of thoughts, 
advice, and stories about college, life, and 

travel! It has a loyal following of mostly 
college-aged girls who love fashion, 

makeup, DIY, and adventure!

SOCIAL MEDIA

500 950 100 150 450

combined reach of over 2,100

SITE TRAFFIC
Monthly Page Views

2,200 1,500

HEY, LET’S 
COLLABORATE!

Contact me! Let’s 
get to work. 

close@practicallyclose.com 
practicallyclose.com 

570-317-1004

-Close
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COLLABORATION OPPORTUNITIES
Featured in a Post 

Send me a product or a monetary offer to receive a picture and link in one 
or more of my blog posts! Each of my blog posts is fully promoted on 

social media. Add on a social media boost or specific posts promoting your 
featured item! 

Social Media Boost 
Send me a product or sponsorship idea, and I’ll promote it across all my 

social media! For example, send me a watch and I’ll post a cute Instagram 
wearing it, along with a link to purchase it! A standard package includes 2 
Instagram posts, 5 tweets, 2 Facebook posts, 2 twenty-four hour Snapchat 
stories, and 3 pins. To promote your brand or business without sending a 

product, we can discuss rates. 

Guest Post 
Interested in promoting your own writing on my blog? A guest post 

includes all the regular promoting I do for my normal posts, with a link to 
your blog or website. Please send me pitches to be considered. I’d love to 

read your writing! 

Review 
Looking for an entire blog post featuring an honest review of your product? 

Send your product(s) or services my way and receive a blog post and the 
full promotion that accompanies all my posts! 

Other Ideas… 
Looking for something specific that’s not listed here? No worries! Reach out 

to me with your ideas and suggestions. I’d love to work with you. 


